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USD freshman in
USD fraternity raises money for cancer victim educational study

Bleed Purple shave heads

ANED MUNIZ GARCIA pation in several ways.

STAFF WRITER

After USD senior
Jeff Piatt was diagnosed
with
Hodgkins-Lynphoma late last month,
his fraternity
broth
ers decided to take ac
tion. Members of Delta
Tau Delta, have set up
a foundation to help
him with this battle.
It is called the Bleed
Purple
Foundation,
named after a fraternal
ideal of brotherly love.
The foundation will raise
money to help medical
expenses and provide
strong moral support.
After discovering that
the cancer has spread
to his lungs, stomach,
and other vital organs,
Jeff decided to take a
leave of absence from
school.
He recently
headed home to a town
near San Jose to begin

They will receive an in
dividual assessment of
The University of San their demonstrated abil
Diego has been select ity in critical thinking,
ed to participate in a analytic reasoning, and
groundbreaking national written communication
longitudinal study to as as a freshman, at the end
sess the quality of under of their sophomore year,
graduate education in the and as a graduating se
United States.
nior.
Funded by the Lumina Students involved in the
Foundation, this study study can use these aswill follow a representa sesments to better under
tive sample of students stand their own weak
from the incoming fresh nesses and strengths,
man class (the class of information they can use
2009) at the University to better plan their edu
of San Diego through cation at USD.
four years of college.
In addition to learning
The study will attempt to about themeselves, stu
measure student devel- dents will learn what
opement in three areas kinds of thinking, rea
that have been predeter soning, and communica
mined to be areas a col tion are expected of them
lege education should in college.
improve. These three ar Students will benefit
eas are critical thinking, from repeated practice
analytic reasoning, and and individual feedback
on how well they are dowritten communication.
Selected students direct
ly benefit from partici See Freshman, Page 2
STAFF WRITER

DANIEL MORGAN

COURTESY OF DANIEL MORGAN

Before he was diagnosed, senior Jeff Piatt attended an event with his girlfriend
Natalie Lo cascio.

treatment at Stanford
University. He will un
dergo chemotherapy be
ginning Tuesday, Oct. 11.
Two days later, on
Thursday, Oct. 13, the
Bleed Purple Founda
tion will be sponsoring

an event at 12:15 in front of
the UC. At the event The
right to shave the heads of
Jeffs friends and fraternity
brothers will be auctioned
off. It is a symbolic act in
support of Jeff starting his
chemo-therapy. All pro

ceeds will go directly
to the Foundation.
For more informa
tion on how to help,
please visit www.
bleedpurple.org
or
contact Daniel Mor
gan at (858) 525-2546.

A closer look at NROTC
ALLISON CORDOVA
STAFF WRITER

Many USD students
are apart of the Naval
Reserve Officer Training
Corps program, NROTC.
These students can be
easily spotted every
Tuesday wearing their
naval attire. But without
the uniform, the dedica
tion and hard work that is
required to be a member
of the NROTC program
is sometimes overlooked.
The NROTC units
were originally estab
lished at USD and SDSU
in 1984. The program has
now extended to schools
such as Point Loma Nazarene, UCSD and Cal
State San Marcos. About

650 prospective members
compete nation-wide for
a scholarship that covers
their full tuition at fouryear universities. Senior
Brianna Cajabos said, "I
joined the NROTC pro
gram because I wanted
to give back to my coun
try. I have some fam
ily in the military and
my cousin did this same
program and really en
joyed it, so that encour
aged me to look into it".
There are two divi
sions within the NROTC
program: the Navy and
the Marines. After com
pleting the program a stu
dent can become an En
sign in the Navy or a 2nd
Lieutenant in the Marine
Corp. He or she is also re

quired to be on active duty
for five years. Not all of
the students in the NROTC
program join directly after
high school. Enlisted of
ficers who have already
served in the Navy are also
members. "Having officers
who have had the chance to
be in the battlefield before
is very rewarding. They
comment about their expe
riences and serve as leaders
for those who are just get
ting started," Captain H.
Turley, lead officer of the
NROTC unit at USD, said.
The NROTC unit, both
Navy and Marine divi
sions, is funded by the
Naval Education in Train
ing Command (NETC)

See NROTC, Page 5

There is much more to an NROTC student than the uniform most people see.
Between drill practices and community service activities, NROTC students are
very busy and involved on campus.
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,TA CHURCH - Public

\y cfacers responded to
a report that an unknown
suspect(s) broke a frosted
window at the Immaculata
Church.
IMMACULATA PARKING LOT

- Public Safety officers re
sponded to a report of a
stolen parking permit from
a vehicle with an exist
ing broken window. Public
Safety officers advised the
reporting party to make a
police report.
PRINT SHOP - Public Safety
officers responded to a
report that an unknown
suspect(s) broke the igni
tion to a USD cart.
MISSION CROSSROADS - Public
Safety officers responded to
a report by a Resident Di
rector that money was tak
en from the Crossroads.
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The Vista publication is written and edited by USD
students and funded by revenues generated by advertis
ing and a student fee. Advertising material published is
for information purposes only and is not to be construed
as an expressed or implied endorsement or verification
of such commercial venues by the staff or University.
The Vista office is located in the lower level of the
University Center, room 114B.
All inquiries should be sent to:
The Vista
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA92110
The first copies of the newspaper are complimentary, all
copies thereafter are 25 cents charge.
Opinions expressed in The Vista other than unsigned
editorials are the opinions of the writers or columnists
and not necessarily those of The Vista staff.
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The Vista of
fice. Letters should be limited to 300 words and must be
signed. For identification purposes. USD identification
numbers and writer's year must be included in the letter.
The Vista reserves the right to edit published letters. Any
content sent to the editor will be considered for publica
tion unless otherwise stated.

'BRFIELD-Public

Safety officers responded
to a report that a backpack
containing a student's be
longings was stolen while
it was left on the edge of
the field next to the park
ing lot.
BAHIA L0MA - Public Safety
officers responded to a
report that a metal cover
and the headset cord were
missing from an emer
gency phone.
FER FIELD - While
on final'rounds,
Resident
Assistants observed an
inter-visitation violation.
Resident Assistants made
contact and observed alco
hol in the room. Resident
Assistants removed the
alcohol and notified the
public safety department.
Two students were cited
as minors in possession
of alcohol.

Cont. from Freshman, page 1
well they are doing.
Students scores are confi
dential, but will be able to to
be viewed using a personal
code which is issued at the be
ginning of the testing session.
This study will also help
the university play an impor
tant leadership role in higher
education. By participating,
USD will become part of a na
tionally known consortium of
colleges and universities com
mitted to academic excellence
in undergraduate education.
Every student who partici
pates will also receive a thank
you gift of their choosing and
will be entered in a raffle for
an Apple iPod. Thank you
gifts include a USD teddy
bear, a pizza certificate, a 18
X 24 custom print, an Aro
mas specialty coffees certif
icate, or free video rentals.
In addition, some preceptors
are offering course credit for
participation in the study. As
a result, students can progress
towards their degree as they uti
lize the benefits of this program.
The Office of Assessment
has already held various test
ing sessions on campus, but
will be holding a few additional
sessions for those students who
have been selected but have
not yet replied or been able
to attend any of the sessions.

•St

3R HALL - Public Safety
officers responded to an in
cident of property that had
been vandalized, but not
permanently damaged.

JI0N CROSSROADS - A
Resident Assistant ob
served an intoxicated stu
dent lying on the grass.
The Resident Assistant es
corted the student inside
and called Public Safety
officers for assistance.
Upon arrival, Public Safety
officers observed the fe
male student vomiting
into the trash can. EMT's
were contacted to evalu
ate the student's medical
condition. The paramed
ics were also contacted
to further evaluate her
condition. The paramedics
transported the student to

Sharp Hospital for alcohol
poisoning.
MAHER «AT,T. - Resident As
sistants observed several
people using marijuana on
campus. The Resident As
sistants requested assis
tance from Public Safety
officers in contacting the
people using marijuana.
Public Safety officers re
sponded and identified
several students and nonstudents using maryuana
in a residence hall room.
Public Safety officers also
observed alcohol in the
room. Public Safety offi
cers removed the prohib
ited materials.
ALCALA VISTA WEST LOT

- Public Safety officers
observed an unconscious
individual inside of a ve
hicle. Public Safety of
ficers contacted SDPD to
respond and wake the
individual.

Do you ha
for proseP

Write for The Vista!
Bigg»l^B81f»li

can
All you need is motivation and
a good attitude.
Come to our writers' meetings on
Tuesdays at 12:30 p.m. in UC 1143 or email
Brooke McSpadden at vista.sandiego.edu
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AS wants to hear your voice!!!
If you have any questions, concerns, or ideas for
Associated Students please contact us.
We are here for YOU!
FIND THE TOKtKO
WITHIN!

Come by UC161 or click on the Student Issues link on the Unet, or for
more information visit the UC Info Pesk.
To learn more about AS go to
www.sandiego.edu/associatedstudents.

Hello my fellow Toreros!

^Jreadure the ^JradiLion

It is hard to believe that the school year is in full swing! The Associated
Students Leadership team has been working very hard to provide you with
ah array of exciting programs and opportunities. The Homecoming Dance
is just around the corner on October 8th. You can purchase your ticket at
the UC Box office today. Make sure to keep yourself updated on what is
going on around campus. I would encourage you all to check out the AS
Calendar of Events which located on our website at
www.sandieao.edu/associatedstudents. On our website, you can not only
check out the AS Calendar, but let AS hear your voice. You also have the
opportunity to submit a program idea, student issue, and see what your
AS team is currently working on. Also, everyone is always welcome to
stop by the AS office (UC 161 or UC 225).
Another quick exciting announcement! Associated Students' has
partnered up with Special Events to help promote the Plaza De San Diego
Dedication on October 7th. Don't miss the CELEBRATION of the year.
There will be tons of food, live music, people, prizes, and money! Did you
know that 100 USD students will win $1000? In addition, students can
win up to $50, 000 in prizes for participating in the costume contest and
you can wear any costume you want! To be part of the exciting event,
you must register at the UC Box office by 1:00 PM on Friday October 7,h.
However, I suggest you register today and avoid the long line to come. If
you want more information, visit the website www.sandieao.edu/piaza or
don't hesitate to contact me at rbuttle-Q7@sandiego.edu. Make sure you
come out to all the Homecoming festivities this weekend and show how
proud you are to be a Torero!

Univtriily

n

of San 2)i*go

SJomscominf 2003

(?o*He out and enjoy A efietial eoencny unt& youu jedoco
otndenU on OetoSet Zt6 At t&e £oewo @onouado 'Bay %&mt.

Buy your tickets by Oct. 4th at the University Center Box Of
fice! Don't miss out on all of the good times to be had.
Ticket Prices: $25 per dinner ticket, $18 per dance ticket.
An event brought to you by Associated Students.

Homecoming Football game vs. Putler
SATURDAY OCTOPER 8TH ® 2:0 0PM

Find the Torero Within!
Rhett Buttle
Vice President for Programming

A Women's Center Event
Lee's National Denim Day
Bring $5 donation to the Women's
Center, UC 116, by
Friday, September 30th.
Get your PINK RIBBON PIN and wear
it with denim on October 7th.
All proceeds benefit t h e Susan G .
Komen Breast Cancer Foundation
Take part in the national fight
against breast cancer.

^atuf^ay, OcJute** &0n
Part pF "^atuMay Might Llv^ @True-

C-PYk&- -^Kpy aK -e-V-e-hJKg Pp liV-efKU^i^ aM a gr^at a*tb/aKo-eAll ag^-4
IrKsZ-Z £HC?w!!!
Ah. -^V-e-hl ^Pr^Pt^A b\f\

For more information contact the
Women's Center at x2396
or go to www.komen.org

NATIONAL
DENIM DAY.
OCTOBER 7. 2005
K> YEARS STRONG
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Police shootings plague SDPD
A recent increase in police shootings is causing concern in the San Diego area
BRYCE KNUDSON
STAFF WRITER

Jorge Ramirez, 26, was shot
by police eight times during a
chase on July 29, 2005. This
was the second of three recent
shootings by San Diego officers
occurring between July 28 and
Aug. 1.
The recent shootings are only
three of what has been consid
ered an excessive number of
police shootings in San Diego.
Two other fatal shootings oc
curred earlier this year.
Currently, families of the
victims in these shootings have
filed complaints against the of
ficers involved and are seeking
outside investigations into the
cases.
Assistant sheriff Bill Gore,
when commenting on the recent
shootings, said, "I think we can
do [the investigations] better
than anybody. [It's] critical to
the integrity of this organization
that we police ourselves."
The number of shootings is
not the only concern the San Di
ego community has expressed.
San Diego has a significant

number of officers who have In 2002 alone there were 15
been involved in more than one police shootings, six of which
fatal shooting, which is consid resulted in death.
ered rare.
After each police shooting,
Officer Phillip Bozarth end an internal investigation is car
ed his street career in June of ried out to determine if the use
this year after firing shots on a of deadly force was necessary
24-year-old man, bringing his and if the officer committed a
total fatal shootings to five in criminal act by opening fire.
his 20-year career. A respected Five separate inquiries follow
officer by his peers, many each shooting.
outside the force see him as a
First, it is analyzed by the
homicide unit, then the inter
"cowboy cop."
"We don't want to a see a nal affairs division and the
sixth," Mary Powers, National department's shooting review
Coordinator for the National board.
Coalition for Police Account
This concludes the police
department's review and the
ability (NCPA), said.
The number of police shoot case is then turned over to the
ings by the San Diego law en district Attorney's office and the
forcement has been one of the citizen's review board.
The involved officer is usu
highest in the state and nation
for years.
ally removed from patrol, given
In 2001, a report was com a psychological evaluation and
piled by the Union-Tribune put on "administrative duty"
on fatal police shootings in until the internal investigation
California between 1990 and is over.
The officer may return to ac
2001.
The report shows six fatal tive patrol duty if the homicide
shootings per 100,000 resi investigation finds there was no
dents, the fourth highest in the criminal behavior on the part of
state. San Diego's total fatal the officer. Many, like Powers,
shootings in that period were find this unnerving and ask for
81, second only to Los Angeles. further investigation such as

outside case studies.
Marc Fox, a trainer at the
county's regional police acad
emy said, "We have to teach
them in a very short time the
survival skills and split-second
decision-making on the ap
propriate use of force." Fox
estimates training in this area
is about 80 hours.
But with the high number
of shootings, San Diego law
enforcement is beginning to im
plement a new training program
focusing on communication
abilities, non-lethal defense tac
tics and appropriate interactions
with mentally ill suspects.
In the aftermath of the three
most recent shootings, the de
partment has put up a proposal
to the board of supervisors to
arm and train 500 to 600 of
ficers with taser weapons, an
electroshock weapon. Officers
will receive eight to 16 hours of
training before being sent to the
field with these new non-lethal
weapons.
It is the department's hope
that police use of these tasers
will help decrease the amount
of fatalities in the San Diego
area.

Have an
opinion on
something
you've
read in
The Vista?

Write a letter
to the Editor.

Letters must be signed
and cannot exceed 300
words.
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Send it to:

vista@sandiego.edu

Share your space, but live on your own.
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Melissa Parrelli, Campus Focus Editor

parrelli08@gmail.com

The Word Around Campus...

Students speak to The Vista about what they did last weekend
¥

"I went to visit my
family in Hermosa
Beach."

"I played USD soccer
against Portland and
won 2-1."

"I went to a fun,
little cafe in Pacific
Beach."

"1 went on a 50-mile
bike ride from Rosarito
to Ensenada."

"1 went to a haunted
hotel on Market Street
downtown."

Catherine Donald,
freshman

Kevin Meissner,
senior

Carly Collins,
freshman

Adam Butler,
senior

Amanda Piechowski,
senior

Cont. from NROTC, pagel
located in Pensacola, FL. At
USD the unit consists of ap
proximately 80 percent male
and 20 percent female stu
dents.
"I have never felt segre
gated for being a female in the
program, but there are certain
procedural things that women
are not allowed to do. For ex
ample, women are not allowed
to be in submarines. Besides

that, everyone has always been
very welcoming everywhere I
have gone," Cajabos said.
Students are required to take
eight naval science classes
throughout their four-year edu
cation in addition to their regu
lar schedule.
Some of the other responsi
bilities include drill, which is
held every Tuesday morning at
6:00 a.m. Drill consists of ac
tivities such as field trips, guest
speakers and physical training.

Following drill, those who
are part of the Marine division
engage in Semper Fi. This is an
intense physical fitness training
performed on or off campus.
Senior Chris Merriam said,
"The best thing about being in
the program is that your col
lege education is taken care
of. Tuition is covered, we get a
monthly living stipend and $375
per semester for book costs. The
worst thing is waking up at 4:30
a.m. for drill every Tuesday".

Start the
school year
right with free
Mission Fed
^Checking.
mm mm m

m

mm

m

Mission Feds eChecking
gives you all this for free;
« Free online bill pay and
account access 24 hours a day
• Free online eStatements

• Free unlimited check writing
• Free world-wide CO-OP
network ATM use
• no minimum balance
• earn dividends on any balance
• no monthly fee, period

^Checking
Open your free account online!
www.missionfcu.org

Open your account today!

AMISSION
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
Live Smart. Bank Smart.

800.500.6328
www.missionfcu.org

Rates, terms, conditions end
services subject to change. 9/05
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NROTC students are also
highly involved with communi
ty service, performing approxi
mately 20,000 hours per year at
places such as local elementary
schools and hospitals.
During the Fall semester
the NROTC program holds the
Annual Stockdale Leadership
Symposium, which all USD stu
dents are welcome to attend.
Other activities include the
Annual Fleet Week breakfast
and the Commission Ceremony

for graduates which will take
place this year on Dec. 18 on the
U.S.S. Ronald Reagan.
"I think it is important for the
students in the university to see
that these are men and women
just like everyone else.
They are people of all walks
of life and ethnic backgrounds
who are smart and highly mo
tivated," Captain Turley said.
"Students should feel proud to
see their peers wanting to serve
in the military."
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Kenneth Creech, Opinion Editor

Crchkn@aol.com

Sharks fear attacks by humans
DAVID MOSHER
STAFF WRITER

The paranoid reaction that most
people have when they hear the phrase
"shark attack" may soon cause the ex
tinction of several shark species off the
coast of San Diego.
While many people may not hold
onto the intense fear that "Jaws" caused
so many years ago, some people still
have numerous misconceived notions
about these aquatic predators and their
hunting targets.
The fact is, a person is more likely to
get struck by lightning twice than to get
attacked by a shark, and most attacks
can be prevented.
Last summer, there wwre many
sharks of the coast of Florida. At the
time, no one was allowed to swim. From
the pier you could see about five hun
dred sharks hunting fish. They weren't

SEAWORLD

Many shark species are skilled hunt
ers that rarely come into contact with
humans.

hunting people or coming extremely
close to the shoreline. They were merely
following a school of fish.
It is obvious and easy to avoid a
school of five hundred sharks. But at
other times, swimmers in the ocean can
take certain precautions to minimize the
chances of a shark attack.
A few of these measures include
avoiding wearing jewelry that may
reflect the sun, staying away from the
water if you have a cut or are bleed
ing and to avoid thrashing about while
swimming, which can make a swimmer
sound like a seal in the water. Since it is
seals and fish, not humans, that make up
the majority of items in a sharks diet,m
it is important to avoid thrashing.
Sharks are not only found in the
Atlantic Ocean, but also the Indian and
Pacific Oceans. In fact, there have been
recent shark sightings off the San Diego
coastline. But they have not deterred
tourists, surfers, or swimmers.
On Sept. 2 beachgoers in La Jolla
neighborhood were warned about pos
sible sightings of a great white shark
but no one took the warning very seri
ously. It is these and other warnings that
people should pay attention to in order
to minimize shark attacks.
When shark attacks happen, sharks
are victimized. Usually, they were just
looking for food, but instead of finding
it, they accidentally mistake a surfer for
an adult seal.
Each year hundreds of thousands
of sharks are killed for sport, food, or
revenge. New laws have been created
to protect most sharks, but many boats
still hunt them off of international coast

SEAWORLD

Hunting alone or in schools, sharks generally go after fish, seals or other aquatic
mammals. Attacks on humans are generally a mistake..

lines, where it is legal.
Even when sharks are hunted their
carcasses are usually left to rot, because
fisherman only save the fins and teeth.
This practice is growing in popularity
in other countries, decreasing the sharks
population dramatically.
The solution to these problems is
simple: stop hunting sharks. Foreign
countries like China need to stop killing
dolphins, sharks, and whales for food.
There are other fish that are easier to
catch that would not only provide more
food for people, but would not harm en
dangered species populations. Skip the
delicacy and think of what it is actually
costing the environment to provide you
with that slab of shark meat.
Another solution is being sought
by research scientists. If scientists can

determine where sharks spend most of
their time, accidental shark deaths by
fishing nets could be avoided.
However, funding for these types of
projects is extremely limited and data is
difficult to collect. Hundreds of sharks
would need to be tagged, located, and
followed to determine their daily pat
terns.
Even when these patterns are estab
lished they could change based on loca
tion, weather, and time of the year. It's
a tedious ongoing process that is taking
place right now at San Diego's own
Scripps Institution of Oceanography.
There is still hope for sharks, but the
responsibility falls onto us to save them.
Educate others by letting them know
the statistics. Shark attacks are rare and
sharks are worth protecting.

America is bombarded with a brand name overdose
KENNETH CREECH
OPINION EDITOR

If you have flipped through a maga
zine lately, watched a television show
that had commercials or walked outside
your house, it is likely that you have been
bombarded by brand name images that
are trying to sell you on an idea. Whether
it is the signature handbag your friend
or classmate is carrying or the bookstore
and classrooms full of USD merchandise,
branding is everywhere.
It seems that no one is safe from the
powerful messages that branding por
trays. Marie Minnick, Associate Dean of
Students, said, "Everytime I drive past a
Starbucks, my three-year-old says 'Ooo
coffee!"'
McDonald's and other fast-food restau
rants understand the power children have
over their parents and the power cartoons
have over children. As a result, you would
be hardpressed to find a "happy meal" or
another children's meal that does not con
tain some sort of cartoon related toy.
Fast-food chains use a technique called
the "Nag-factor" in order to get parents into
their restaurants and eating their food.

Branding is not only found in fashion
and food. For the true fans of HBO's "Sex
and the City," it was obvious that everytime
Carrie worked on her article, she, like my
self, did so on an Apple computer. Ipods
are also a popular tech toy that has pushed
Apple's brand to include not only die hard
Apple users, but PC user's as well.
While these examples may be obvious
to most people, some brands have become
so embedded in American culture that we
use them without thinking about it.
When is the last time you asked some
one if they had any facial tissue? Odds
are, you probably asked if they had
any Kleenex, which is of course only a
company's name.
The same thing applies to Q-tips, Cocacola, and Xerox—a company which even
runs a yearly full page ad in the New York
Times explaining, "You can't Xerox a Xe
rox on a Xerox," in order to avoid misuse
of its name.
Unfortunately, as the popularity of a
brand increases, the appeal and status of
that brand decreases. So the next time
you think about spending your money on
MARYKA PAQUETTE
that brand name item, make sure that it is Since the exposure to brand names Is inevitable at USD, students are shocked
worth it.
when they encounter a brand-free student.

The Vista
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Continuation of U.S. military presence in Iraq bothers students
TAHEERAH ABDUL-RAHMAAN
UWIRE/NORTHERN II
Whether you were a die-hard fan who
was ecstatic President Bush sent troops
into Iraq in 2003 or the sullen anti-war
protestor who picketed government ac
tions on Lincoln Highway, where do you
think the war's headed?
If the Unites States' main reason for
starting the war in Iraq was to spread
democracy and abolish terrorist groups
running amok in Iraq, are the plans work
ing?
There are Iraqis who sincerely support
the U.S. intervention in their country.
My brother, a U.S. Marine, came back
from his tour of duty in Iraq filled with
stories of mothers sewing up the holes in
his Marine Corps pants and young men
challenging him to foot races and card
games. He remembered the children who
laughed gleefully as he and his fellow Ma
rines passed out candy and toys. He also
recalled the merchants who sold him Iraqi
relics at a discount because they were so
happy to see a positive change happening
in their country.
The increased Iraqi participation in
the country's elections largely reassures
people that U.S. intervention is influenc
ing positive changes in Iraq. According

to an Aug. 2003 poll conducted by The
Also, constant suicide bombers have
American Enterprise magazine, seven out terrorized Iraqis and U.S. troops alike. If
of 10 Iraqis felt optimistic their country the results of our intervention are detri
and personal lives would be better off in mental, there is a need for rethinking our
five years. Fifty-seven percent of Iraqis goals and shifting our course of action.
had an unfavorable opinion of Osama
British Prime Minister Tony Blair
Bin Laden.
declared recently that even though Iraqi
By a three-to-one majority, Iraqis forces were proving "more ferocious" than
felt the tough
anticipated, he
e s t p a r t o f t h e i r — — — ~ ~ •"""—~~resolved to keep
British troops in
country's recon
"63
percent
feel
the
U.S.
should
struction would
the country until
be political and
their mission is
withdraw some or all of its
complete. Pres
40 percent of
troops from Iraq."
Iraqis believed
ident Bush is
democracy
being similarly
could work in
~' steadfast.
In Bush's
Iraq.
But there is also a lot of Iraqi resistance. speeches concerning the situation in Iraq,
The increased voter turnouts have been there's a general theme of patience and grit
accompanied with a rise in assassinations, as Americans and their allies fight their
political and otherwise. Iraqi judge Taha way through the tumultuous adversity
al-Basri was assassinated in Feb. In one in the country. Bush habitually reassures
month, one deputy mayor was killed, the Americans that the government's policies
police chief of Amara was killed, a pio in Iraq will remain intact and will come
neering Iraqi journalist was assassinated, to pass (if that sounds vague, blame it on
at least two Sunni clerics were killed and Bush).
At what point do you concede that your
at least six former high-ranking officials
who served under Saddam Hussein were mission is failing, and agree to another
killed. According to The Jordan Times, strategy? Over the weekend, nine U.S.
at least 31 university lecturers have been troops were killed, including five police
commandos from the "Wolf Brigade."
murdered since the start of the war.

Letters to the Editor
Katrina article shocks student:

warnings seriously as well. It is dif
ficult for those who are not from the
South to understand the commonality
of hurricane warnings that do not result
in a full-blown hurricane hitting land.
As a result of this, residents are hesitant
to leave their homes when a warning
is given.
It is ignorant to judge others who
have a way of life that cannot be un
derstood. This disconnect displays the
inequity that is apparent but not com
monly spoken of within the United
States. It is disappointing that when
there is a catastrophe of this magnitude,
there is a tendency to disconnect the
marginalized community, for example,
we have begun to refer to residents as
"refugees" in their own country. This
is a way of Americans wanting to dis
sociate the victims as if they aren't part
of the same land.As classism continues
to play out in this country, one must
wonder if things would have been dif
ferent if the hurricane had hit a wealthy
community.

would she still be talking about people
looting and shooting at helicopters? I
can't imagine how I would deal with
I am writing in response to the something like what happened to the
opinion article written by Katelynn people in Louisiana, Mississippi and
McBride in the Sept. 15 issue of The Alabama and therefore I can not ste
Vista.
reotype or downgrade people who have
I want to say that I was shocked and suffered such an immense loss. So I
very upset by this article. I understand have a question for Katelynn McBride.
that her article was an opinion, but it How much of what you think you know
was not an informed one. I support do you allow to govern your life?
freedom of speech, but 1 do not agree
that a USD representative should have
a biased opinion that lacks factual Valerie Ayala
credibility. As I sat down to read The Senior
Vista and the coverage of the events of
Hurricane Katrina, I expected empa
thy and compassion for the thousands
of people who have lost their lives New Orleans information sheds
new light on past article:
and homes.
Her belief that rescue efforts are a
privilege not a right angered me. How
I am writing in response to the recent
can someone say that it should be such
article
on Hurricane Katrina. While
a privilege to have a safe life?
some
are
apt to give their opinions of Cheryl Clark
I do not understand how someone
can honestly say that people were "too the causes and effects of this catastro Senior
stubborn" to heed warnings. The ig phe, it is easy to judge when one is not
norance to dismiss the fact that many a part of the effected community. Ac
of the people where Katrina hit the cording to the US Census Bureau, in
hardest are in extreme poverty with 2004, 17.4 percent of Louisiana lives Controversial article affects
no transportation or money to get out under the poverty line ($19,304/year student response:
quickly is disturbing. Comments like for a family of four) and nearly one
quarter live under 125 percent poverty
these are easily relayed from a person
($24,130).
In an editorial in the Sept. 15, 2005
not in this situation. It sickens me for
Looking at these statistics, it is edition of The Vista, Katelynn McBride
someone to say that taxpayer's money
clear that many families do not have made strong statements regarding the
should not be used to help fellow
a means of transportation. It is not governmental and individual responses
Americans. Why should we not help
fair to place blame on families for not to the Katrina disaster. I question her
people whose lives were shattered by
leaving, when they did evacuate to the conclusion that rescue "money should
a natural disaster?
sites that they were supposed to. At not have to go to rescuing people that
If the writer of this article were put
the evacuation sites, people faced days refused to listen to warnings." This
in this circumstance losing everything
without food and water. This reflects was a naive assessment of the reasons
she has ever known financially and
the government's failure to take the people remained in New Orleans.
emotionally put in a devastated mess

According to the Washington Times, a
suicide bomber drove a car full of ex
plosives into the commandos' convoy in
southeast Baghdad. Twelve more people
were wounded.
The National Priorities Project said as
of June 2005, the average household has
spent nearly $2,000 in taxes funding the
Iraqi war. That amounts to almost $800
per person. According to a Gallup Poll
released last week, 59 percent of Ameri
cans said it was a mistake to invade Iraq.
According to the same poll, 63 percent
feel the U.S. should withdraw some or
all of its troops from Iraq. In both polls,
the resulting percentages were the highest
since the start of the war.
The government has spent millions
upon millions in Iraq, and in March the
House of Representatives approved an
other $81.4 billion for the war. Nearly
2,000 U.S. soldiers have lost their lives
fighting in Iraq, and nearly 15,000 have
been wounded.
In my brother's Second Battalion of the
24th Marine division, 11 soldiers died in
Iraq during a nine-month tour of duty.
Perhaps the Bush-haters and Bushbackers of America will never come
together, but there should be a consensus
on the impact that our role in Iraq is having
on the country.

Katrina was an American disaster
of unprecedented proportions. A city
planner I heard interviewed on KFBS
compared the devastation to only two
prior events in American history: the
Chicago Fire and the San Francisco
Earthquake. How does an individual
prepare for something that has no
precedent?
The few bad apples in every barrel
showed up in this disaster. However,
both press and verbal accounts from
nurses who responded to the rescue
efforts indicated that many people
had barriers to evacuating. Financial,
health and social issues got in the way
of the warnings. If a USD student had
extremely limited means, and if her
family had weathered many a hurri
cane over the years without evacuat
ing, I wonder what percentage of her
family's resources she would have
gambled on evacuating for Katrina?
This editorial evidenced a privileged
worldview that assumed these individ
uals had a choice. The writer missed
the logistical difficulties of evacuating
on short notice with limited money,
no transportation, nowhere safe and
affordable to go, and with the access
limitations of physical disability.
I expected USD students to evalu
ate social issues with more com
passion than this. Miss McBride's
editorial was elitist, embarrassingly
judgmental, and completely over
looked the power/wealth factors that
contributed to the human cost of this
disaster. My hope is that The Vista
would follow up this article with a
more balanced and empathetic pre
sentation of the socioeconomic/social
justice issues contributing to the New
Orleans tragedy.
Laurel Owens
Graduate Student

Maryka Paquette, Feature Editor

ADDICTIVE PASSTIME'S
POPULARITY
a 5 Y9 4 21
37
ON THE RISE
0

ASHLEY MCLEAN

STAFF WRITER

Flop, turn, river, full house, big blind; its all one language and
one common interest for many people. It's Texas Hold'em
style.
"I like Texas Hold'em because the game is exciting and
unpredictable. It's suspenseful waiting for that next card
to turn," Angie Jun, who plays with friends, said.
About 50 to 60 million American's must agree
with Jun because that's how many people the indus
try estimates play poker at least once a month. But
when does the excitement and suspense of flip
ping over the next card become a problem?
Problem gambling is defined in Assembly
Bill 673 as participation in any form of gam
bling to the extent that it creates a negative
consequence to the gambler, the gambler's
family, place of employment, or commu
nity.
In the study "Indicated Prevention of Prob
lem Gambling Among College Students"
conducted by the University of Washington,
researchers found that "problem gambling is
more prevalent among college students than
in the general population."
Problem gambling may be more preva
lent among college students due to Texas
Hold'em's increased popularity.
Jun believes it has risen at USD and among
college students because the "tournaments are
shown a lot on TV now."
The TV is just one of the many ways that USD
students enjoy Texas Hold'em. With shows like
World Poker Tour, Celebrity Poker, and World Se
ries of Poker, the game can be enjoye
other people on TV play it.
The Internet has also made it possible to play poker
alone from the comfort of youa^wn home. With just one
click of a button, you can join a Texas Hold'em tournament
from popular sites like partypoker.com and pokerroom.com.
Many students enjoy pf&jpg this way, but most will agreeApt
they prefer the good old-fashioned way of playing at a Casino or
with a group of friends. S^en®Pefer this way bei^aitse there are
strategic benefits to playing in person
|k«gf
"I like online poker, but playing in person is better because you can
actually interact with people, and it's easier cause you can read people's
facial expressions," John Tinsley said.
h
|f
Therearealso entertainment benefits for pfln/rpg Texas Hold'em in person.
"[I like poker because] I enjoy working strategfl|| and winning, and ajs^aepending
on who your with, it can be somewhat communal lm^all|your frienprgetting together
to play, and it doesn't hurt that when you win, you winmo^ Peter Sterr said.
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HAS GAMBLING
GOT
DOWN???
YOU
Take our little test to see if you're addicted...
[ ] Do you find gambling to be the most exciting activity you do?
[ ] When you are gambling, do you lose track of time and
forget about everything else?
[ ] Do you ever liejabout your gambling?
[ ] After a win, do you wfcnt to return a.s.a.p. because
you believe you are^n a "winning streak?"
[ ] After losing, do you feel you rrast play asap to win back your losses?
[ ] Do you often gamble with money you originally intended to use for other things?
f ] Do you often bet more than you mean to?
[ ] Are you using all your money to gamble rather than eat out?
[ ] Have you gotten a speeding ticket on your way to a poker game?
[ ] Does your monthly budget include "gambling money?"
[ ] Do you find yourself unable to avoid gambling whenever you go to a party
where there is gambling, or enter a casino?
If you checked yes to...
0-2 questions: Why are you even taking this quiz? You do not have a problem gambling. Some
day, you'll retire with all of the money you've saved not gambling and can wave to the poor saps
who have scored higher on this quiz from your yacht.
3-6 questions: This quiz is for you. You do not have a problem gambling, but you are
at risk for developing one. Take time to assess your gambling habit and give yourself
a reality check to make sure you don't end up with a problem.
7-11 questions: It's a good thing this quiz is in a free newspaper because
you probably don't have the dough to buy a copy. If you answered yes
this many times, you may have a gambling problem. Look care
fully at your habits and develop ways to manage your
gambling so that your financial future does
not suffer.
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Sterr is one of many in a group of people who get together in the Camino lounge a few nights
a week to play poker not only for the entertainment but also to make money.
And they aren't alone.
Money is a main reason why people keep coming back to Texas Hold'em
and gambling in general. People gamble through other ways like the lottery,
horse racing, and even stock market specu
lation.
But with all of these there are
wins and also losses which is what
"It's a nice way
some students see as a reason to
to just escape
avoid gambling all together.
from everything
"It's a waste of money to
around you"
spend like a hundred dollars
-Nick Paytas
on poker overnight," Julie
Parks said.
Gambling is addictive but there is are precautions
that you can take to avoid becoming addicted. The
Responsible Gambling Council recommends balanc
ing it with other leisurely activites, not gambling
ilone, accepting losses, and sticking to a set time
qtand budget.
Sohie students find their own balance and
strategyroqjambling.
Nick Pay^^business administration majdjyplays poker auN^sino anywhere from one
OC
to thrdeqtimes a we|^?H^nhne poker about
five days aAv^ekTor about^1*41an hour.
"It's a nice wh^^^^esSlteflNn every
thing going on arourtd^^^^ev^^fjfou only
OJ
play for 20 minutes. Every time yon play you
always leam something," Paytag said.
Paytas believes there are tjwo important
keys to poker. Trie first is sta/ing patient and
the second is/bankroll management.
"The limiYa person plays depend entirely
on a person?s bankroll, £yffa many people don't
realize this. If you onlwiave $1,000 bankroll,
thehssfs no point for y/u to play a game where
you have to buy-in fitoL$500 or $1,000 dollars.
[They] should proMbl^play a game where the
is $100 or Vcss," Pzqrtas said.
; reNjris his Jesuits eacWdme he plays poker
. spreadshefct^o he can maladjustments and
look for trends.
It helps him keep track of how
ct loney he has
jr won.
/eryone is
ut iVseems to be more common tha^
;y\on't deireaautions like Paytas to make si
len\gambling.
And ac^wuflfcgjb the California Office of Pro!
Proffi^mGambling,
an estimatedjrftfb percent of California's adjjKpopulation has a
gamblingortJmem, and juveniles are twi^^s prone to experience
gambling^roblems as adults are.
BuJ^P?Jytas\elieves gambling onhj»^comes a problem when people
^they're ju\ unlucky, andtjarffif they keep playing, their luck will

up

CM

UP

UJ

Oj
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Oj

Tuck does have some in^k^ment in poker, but there is so much strategy. If
Su know what you are doing, you will make money in the long run," Paytas said.
It's all about being patient and taking the ups with the downs."
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As the world becomes more connected,
MEDICINE MUST BE MORE RESPONSIVE
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For the last 28 years, we've been creating doctors who use
the international experience of a St. George's University
medical education every day.
Visit us at www.sgu.edu or call 1 (800) 899-6337 ext. 280.

Please join us for our
Open House Presentation:
Monday, October 10, 2005
Manchester Grand Hyatt
San Diego, CA
Time: 6:30 - 8:00pm

IE

St. Geoige's University
THINK BEYOND
Grenada and St. Vincent, West Indies

W h a t i s a lawyer?
A debater? A fighter?

Or more than that?
A creative problem solver.
A principled advocate.
A rigorous and versatile thinker.

Explore the broad expanse of the law

in a school devoted to the big picture.

CALIFORNIA WESTERN
SCHOOL OF LAW | San Diego

What law school ought to be.™
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Stevens' "Red" has jazzy, classy feel Take a

walk
"In Her
Shoes"

NICOLE COOK
ENT. EDITOR

After debuting at number 17
on the "Heatseekers" Billboard
Chart and winning countless
fans through his American Idol
exposure, John Stevens is prov
ing that "adult standard jazz" is
making a comeback.
During the third season of
"American Idol" in 2004, at just
16 years old, Stevens became
the youngest contestant ever
to make it to the finals. With
the freshman release of "Red"
in June of 2005, the red-haired
crooner combines rich, velvet
vocals reminiscent of an earlier
era.
Citing his influences as Frank
Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy
Davis Jr., Nat King Cole and
Bing Crosby, Stevens hopes to
bring back the flavor of jazz, big
band and swing music to this
generation.
"Today's music scene is
mostly pop, rock, country.
There's not many people doing
this kind out music out there
anymore. It's kind of a dying
art form," Stevens said. "I in
troduced this kind of music to
people and I reintroduced it to
a lot of people, too...this kind of
music gets lost, but I think it's
coming back."
Making the album was a chal
lenge in itself, as Stevens had to
balance school and work.
"I was in my senior year...
and I flew into New York on the
weekends, about three week
ends in a row to record this
album," he said. "The musicians
recorded their backing tracks on

JOHN
STEVENS

ALFONSO MAG AN A

STAFF W R I T E R

PHOTO COURTESY OF MAVERICK RECORDS

With the release of "Red," season three "American Idol" finalist John Stevens' hopes to attract listen
ers to jazz, big band and swing music. Stevens' covers classics including his idol, Frank Sinatra's
"Come Fly With Me."

the weekdays and then I went in
and recorded my vocals over it
on the weekends."
While recording "Red," Ste
vens learned from experienced
professionals, including pro
ducer Steve Tyrell and co-pro
ducer/arranger Bob Mann.
"I had a great time working
with Steve Tyrell. He was such
a character. He's always telling
me to 'put more soul in it'- in the
music," Stevens said. "I worked
with Bob Mann. He helped me
on phrasing and to really feel the
arrangements."
Stevens hopes that "Red"
will not only showcase his
talent, but introduce America
to the true John. While on
"American Idol," he performed
hits from such legends as Elton
John, Barry Manilow and Gloria
Estefan which he says are "not
me.
"On 'American Idol' you
didn't get to see who I am be
cause I was always doing other
types of music besides this one.
I didn't get to do true me," Ste
vens said. "I actually got voted
off the week before Big Band
week so I never really got to do
my stuff. I think this album is
just introducing people to what
I love and who I am."
"American Idol" also gave
Stevens the boost of confidence
that he would need to eventually
put out his own solo record. In
addition, it helped him learn
more about the music industry.
"I was very shy as a kid- quiet
and it definitely brought me

out of my shell. It ["American
Idol"] helped me with perfor
mance and posture," Stevens
said.
To get started on "Red,"
executive producer David Fos
ter, Tyrell and Stevens collab
oratively decided what songs
would appear on the album.
"I met with David Foster and
Steve Tyrell and they told me to
come up with as many songs as
I want[ed].. ,the songs I love to
hear, love to listen to, love to
perform and would love to have
on my first album and I came
up with about eleven hundred
songs," Stevens said.
When it came down to which
II would make the cut, Stevens
met with Foster and Tyrell again
to eliminate what would not
work.
"We had a pianist and I sang
through a couple and we picked
out the ones that we liked and
didn't like and just talked about
what we liked about a song and
what we didn't like and came
up with about fifteen of 'em,"
Stevens said.
Then Mann arranged the
songs, and out of the fifteen, the
best 11 were picked.
Two songs in particular "All
of Me" and "My Blue Heaven,"
Stevens enjoyed recording the
most.
'"All of Me'- I love the ar
rangement. I loved the horn
section. It's the Big Band song
on the album and I'm just a
sucker for those horns,"Stevens
said. "And 'My Blue Heaven'

is one of my favorite songs. I
just love it. I love performing it
live, I love singing it.. .It's a feel
good song."
Now that the album is out,
Stevens plans to continue tour
ing. Unlike his "Idol" days, he
now has his own band.
"I am doing a couple of
shows here and there. I have a
seven piece band now... They're
great. I love 'em. They're the
best in New York," Stevens
said.
When asked who he would
most like to duet with, Stevens
acknowledged there is a long list
of potential nominees.
"Oh boy that's a tough ques
tion," Stevens said. "I don't
think there's one artist out there
that I'd love to do a duet with
over another. I think there's
multiple ones that are at the
top of my list. Tony Bennett's
up there, Paul McCartney's up
there, Sting is up there...Harry
Connick Jr."
As Stevens looks into the
future, he hopes to expand as
an artist both musically and
theatrically.
"I'm currently writing lyr
ics. It's harder than it looks,
I'm learning, but I'm definitely
working at it," Stevens said.
"I'm continuing to grow. Act
ing- there might be a couple
opportunities for me to act
this next year. We're looking
into it. And I'd love to get into
Broadway. I'd love to get into
TV, movies, the works. We'll
see what happens."

Director Curtis Hanson
tells of the bond between sis
ters in "In Her Shoes."
When party-girl Maggie
(Cameron Diaz) asks her
lawyer, sister Rose (Toni
Collette) if she can crash at
her place for a few weeks, the
sisters cannot help but drive
peach other insane.
Tensions escalate when!
Maggie sleeps with Rose's
boss, who also happens to be f
her current boyfriend.
Rose kicks Maggie out
and demands that she leave
her alone. Maggie decides
to live with her grandmother I
(Shirley MacLaine).
While Maggie gets to
know her grandmother Ella,
Rose falls in love with her
co-worker, Simon (Mark
Feuerstein). Maggie learns
from Ella more about their
mother and the rocky relation
ship that they had.
Rose quits her job at the
law firm and takes up dog
walking to de-stress. While
both sisters initially feel bet- I
ter without each other, they
later realize that the emotional
support that they give each
other far outweighs their dif
ferences.
Diaz has the trickiest role
of all, as she must balance
being sympathetic with all the
bad things she does.
However, Diaz also proves
that she has the talent to be
taken seriously as an actress.
MacLaine returns to the
big screen with a wonderful
approach to what could have
been a cliche grandmother
role. She is just as active as
Maggie, yet still responsible
like Rose.
Collette has the best perfonnance in the film. Rose is a
tragic and comedic character.
The audience feels sympathy
for her plight to lose weight
and get the perfect guy.
After years of playing sup
porting roles Collette finally
gets to headline a film.
"In Her Shoes" opens Fri
day, Oct. 7.
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Honor society students explore "Twist"
HEATHER DEPRIEST

STAFF WRITER

Sigma Tau Delta enjoyed a
night at the movies on Sept.
30 at their first official activity.
USD's newly chartered Eng
lish Honor Society attended
the film adaptation of Charles
Dickens' literary masterpiece
Oliver Twist.
Senior Ashley Shoemaker,
a founding member of Sigma
Tau Delta said, "It was a very
well-done film, but it tended
to drag on. And the stories of
Victorian times make me want
to yell at them to do something
and be more pro-active."
For those who are unfamil
iar with the plot, it follows the
trials and successes of a little
orphan boy, Oliver Twist. The
beginning of the movie was
a near perfect mirror of the
book.
The story begins with Oliver
being raised in a workhouse and
then becoming an undertaker's
apprentice. When this situation
turns violent he runs away and
begins a 70-mile journey to
London on foot.
Upon his arrival in London,
Twist falls in with a crowd of
thieves who want to bring him
into the business.
But on his first thieving
expedition he is arrested and
only released because the old
gentleman who he is accused of
robbing takes pity on him and

expendable component of the Beast" and "House of Sand and viewer's sympathies and sup
Fog" and brings Fagin to life in port. Clark plays Oliver with
story.
just the right combination of
However, those who haven't "Oliver Twist."
Fagin, the head of the crimi naivete and understanding. But
read the book seem to have a
slightly different view of the nal ring that Oliver gets mixed the movie does not allow the
movie. Senior Natalie Garcia, a up in, is portrayed perfectly by reader to completely immerse
founding member of Sigma Tau Kingsley. Part of this success him or herself in the plot, as
Delta said, "I liked the movie can be attributed to the makeup would the novel.
The movie seems rushed and
and it made me think of many that makes Kingsley nearly
choppy
at intervals. Obviously,
topics that I could write a paper unrecognizable.
The other primary actor of the book and movie offer sharp
on. It is interesting how Dick
When he leaves the comfort ens was able to raise important the film is Barney Clark, who ly contrasting experiences.
"Oliver Twist" brings litera
able home of Mr. Brownlow issues of the time."
portrays Oliver. The 12-yearAnother interesting parallel old newcomer has a look of ture to life, but does not breathe
to run a quick errand, he is ap
prehended by the thieves and between the book and movie innocence that encourages the life into literature.
brought back into their circle.
relates to its visual aspects. It
It is at this point in the story is interesting to compare the
that the movie takes a different reader's imagination of the
course than the book. Probably story and characters with how
in consideration of time, Ro Polanski chose to bring this
man Polanski, the director of story to life onscreen. Many
this movie version of "Oliver of his choices were true to the
Twist," chooses not to intro descriptions that Dickens pro
duce the characters that come vides in the novel.
into the book.
For instance, the overcrowd
He instead builds the end ed and dilapidated workhouse
of the movie around the char was well portrayed in the film
acters that have already been and serves to strengthen the
established.
reader's imagined setting.
However, in doing so, he
In addition, the London of
changes the ending of the story Victorian times seemed to come
and may upset those viewers to life onscreen, especially
who have actually read the the area of extreme poverty.
book.
Also, the characters seemed to
Not only does the book pro properly reflect what Dickens
vide a more detailed descrip had in mind. Perhaps this can
tion of certain events, but it be attributed to the actors that
also provides more closure in portrayed them.
The most well-known actor
its ending.
MCKENZIE MILLER
The book eventually reveals in the film is Academy Award Members of USD's newly chartered English honor society Sigma
Oliver's lineage. But Polanski winner Ben Kingsley. He is Tau Delta enjoyed a night at the movies. They saw "Oliver Twist,"
seems to believe this was an known for his roles in "Sexy Dickens' literary masterpiece.
trusts his innocence.
For a time Twist lives a
relatively calm and joyous
existence under the care of
the gentleman, Mr. Brownlow.
However, as it comes to be
expected in "Oliver Twist,"
Oliver's pendulum between
happiness and despair swings
back in the opposite direction.

The Container Store
The Original Storage and Organization Store®

put away your stuff with personality
campus clutter control
stylish storage

Available for the 2006-07 academic year.
KECK Graduate Institute
of Applied Life Sciences' innovative
Salter of Bioscience (MBS) program
1 prepares scientists and engineers
|
to be the bioscience industry
leaders of the future.

www.kgi.edu
35 Watson Dr., Claremont, CA 91711
909/607-8590 E: admissions@kgi.edu
keck Graduate institute of Applied Life Sciences is a member of the Claremont Colleges and is
accredited by the Accrediting Commission for Senior Colleges and I niversitics of the Western
\ssoeiation of Schools and Colleges.

love your dorm room
visit The Container Store or log on today
SAN DIEGO

Fashion Valley (Hwy. 163 & Friars Rd.) (619) 220-0909
STORE HOURS: Monday - Saturday 9 am - 9 pm; Sunday 11 am - 6 pm

www.containerstore.com/college
1-800-733-3532
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A// Home Volleyball matches played at Jenny Craig Pavilion

FRIDAY, OCTORElt 14!
MIDNIGHT MADNESS • 8 PM
FREE TUITION SHOOTOUT
TRIP FOR 2 TO MS VEGAS!
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S RASKETRALL
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4 on 4 volleyball
playoffs hit the gym
DAN MULVILLE
RECREATION EDITOR
It's hard to believe this early in the
semester, but it's playoff time already
in the 4 on 4 volleyball league.With
league play under their belts, the block
ers, spikers, and servers will face-off
beginning this Monday, all chasing a

dream. And what is that dream? To be
the first team this school year to win a
coveted intramural championship, and
thereby be the first to sport the always
fashionable, newly designed "Champi
ons" t-shirt.
Following is a power-ranking of the
teams, provided by our top-secret "Vol
leyball Insider."

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Team Dynasty 3-0
Sigma Chi
2-1
USD Law
2-1
Delta Tau Delta 2-1
Beta
2-1
Patriots
1 -2
Called to Serve 0-3

Club VB Sandbaggers should win
Frat Boys have game! (but still no charter!)
Don't underestimate competitiveness
Crafty enough to win this thing
Potential upset special
Coming out of tough league
Playing close games, but still losing

1
2
3
4

Valley Girls
3-0
COM T
2-1
Called to Serve 0-2
Clippers
0-2

Bullet serves will bring them the shirts!
Looking to even the score with the Valley Girls
Played the Val Gals tough
Improving, but need to get more players!

Fitness guru

you're going on to graduate or law school
and then you'll need all the stress relief
ASST. FITNESS DIRECTOR you can get!).
FIT TIP DU JOUR: Walk or bike
Campus life can be hectic, stressful and
instead of taking the car. Sure there are
sometimes overwhelming. Stress is not a
places too far to walk or bike to, but how
friend to college students, faculty, staff,
often do you hop in the car to go a short
or living beings in general. Removing
distance? Scheduling an extra five to 10
the physical, emotional and psychologi
minutes to walk or bike will give you
cal symptoms of stress is actually easier
a good cardio workout, reduce stress,
done than said.
and decrease your costs for gas, oil, and
First, you need to recognize stress
maintenance. It will also put you in touch
symptoms like forgetting things, sud
with others who are out and about without
den emotional changes with no evident
a car.
external cause, sleeplessness and overt
SIDEBAR: Inexpensive, older, used
physical manifestations such as colds
bikes are available at Salvation Army or
and flu, headaches, stomach aches, skin
Goodwill. With a tune-up, they will get
outbreaks, and shortness of breath. Stress
you there as well as an expensive new
management, from a physical standpoint,
bike.
begins with breathing.
FIT TIP TWO: Establishing a rhythmic
Find a quiet place. You can be seated
breathing pattern while walking between
or standing in an easy posture, or laying
classes will get you to class quicker, and
on a comfortable surface such as your
help put you in a relaxed physical state
bed, a lawn, or even the floor. Close your
as well. Try taking two to four steps per
eyes and focus your attention on the in
inhalation and two to four steps per ex
and out flow of air. Breathing in through
halation as you walk. The Pilates method
the nose, then out through the mouth is a
recommends five steps per breath in, five
cleansing "Pilates" breathing technique.
steps per breath out to break the routine of
Yoga breathing is done by breathing in
the "even" count and will give you greater
and out through the nostrils. Take five
lung capacity as well. Keep those emails
deep, steady, rhythmic breaths, eight
and cards coming in. Until next issue.
counts in and eight counts out, when you
Namaste,
feel anxious, stressed or fatigued. Then
FITNESS GURU
see if you can sustain that flow for one to
David Freeman
five minutes.
First thing in the morning, or just be
fore going to sleep, are perfect times to
focus on this easy, productive way to open
and relax the body and clear the mind.
Sometimes breathing in rhythmically to
soft peaceful music is a wonderful stress
reliever, helping to shut out the outside
world and allowing you to harmonize your
body, mind and spirit.
So, the next time you feel stressed, take
five deep breaths and relax. The four year
campus ride is over too quickly (unless

DAVID FREEMAN

IM volleyball playoffs hit the Sports Center gym beginning Monday.

LIVE IN
SOUTH MISSION
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TELL YOUR PARENTS
TO BUY YOU THIS CON DO
TO HELP PAY FOR YOUR
COLLE6E EDUCATION
BETWEEN THE BAY AND THE BEACH
GRANITE COUNTER TOPS
NEW APPLIANCES
NEW CARPETS. PAINT
TRAVERTINE TILE FLOORINC

1 BEDROOM
STARTING AT $ 44 5 .OOO

2 BEDROOM
2 BATH
STARTING AT $ 575,000

CALL RON FLETCHER
TO SEE THESE HOMES TODAY

858-472-2700
R FTrHTTR TP AM MT. BRfUffB

JEREMY DARNER

Classifieds:
Great family looking for
Mother's Helper MonThurs afternoons, from
about 2:30-6:30 pm.
$10/hr in Carmel Valley
Please call (858) 7929953

New designer jewelry
store opening in Del
Mar. Very charming &
high-end merchandise.
Need someone parttime afternoons, maybe
Saturdays from 10-18
hours/week. Must be
very friendly, self moti
vated, trustworthy &
responsible! Should
love beautiful jew
elry. Need references.
Hourly + commission.
Please call Mary at
(858) 350-6463
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Chargers dominate defending champs
with a Nate Kaeding field goal
to take the early lead.
New England stormed back
If an NFL team is going to with an impressive drive that
catch lightning in a bottle, it was capped by running back
might as well be the San Diego Corey Dillon's two-yard score.
Chargers. The Bolts dominated San Diego was ready though,
the Patriots en route to a 41-17 and struck back with an 11-yard
victory Sunday.
touchdown pass from Drew
Maybe the Chargers didn't Brees to receiver Keenan Mcget the memo but the New Cardell to take a 10-7 lead.
England Patriots don't often
On the following possession,
lose, especially not at home. In former Charger Tim Dwight
fact, entering Sunday's game, burned the Chargers' secondary
the Pats were a perfect 21-0 in as he caught a Tom Brady pass
the last two and a half seasons for a 30-yard TD of his own. But
again, the Chargers were there
at Gillette Stadium.
But LaDainian Tomlinson to answer as Tomlinson ran for
and company didn't seem to a short touchdown, extending
care. They marched into Fox- his NFL record streak of games
borough and had their way with with at least one rushing touch
down to 16.
the Dynasty.
The Patriots were faced with
The game started off in typi
cal New England fashion, as the fourth and one from midfield
Patriots forced a Chargers punt with time running out in the
and marched down the field to first half. They opted to try a
set up an Adam Vinatieri 37- quarterback sneak with Brady
yard field goal attempt. But, and and were successful. The drive
this is not a misprint, Vinatieri ended with a short Vinatieri field
goal with 21 seconds remaining
missed the attempt.
The Chargers capitalized in the half.
PETER BYRNE
STAFF WRITER

The teams entered their re
spective locker rooms tied at
17, but also with the Chargers
realizing that they could play
with the champs.
The second half was a com
pletely different ball game. The
Chargers immediately got on the
board in the third quarter with
another LaDanian Tomlinson
touchdown.
In the second half of the
game, Chargers' quarterback
Drew Brees made every throw
he needed to and the ground
attack led by Tomlinson and
augmented by Michael Turner
was unstoppable. Tight end
Antonio Gates made the Patriots
secondary look like a bunch of
middle schoolers.
The Chargers ended up outscoring the Patriots 24-0 in
the second half and leaving
Foxborough with an impressive
victory.
Everyone knew the Chargers
had talent before Sunday's vic
tory, but now they are a legiti
mate AFC contender.
A team doesn't accidentally

run all over the Patriots, or con
vert nearly every third down
against the winners of three of
the last four Super Bowls. The
Chargers are for real and they
showed it Sunday.
The victory improved the
Chargers record to 2-2, after
beginning the 2005 season
with losses to both the Dallas
Cowboys and Denver Broncos.
San Diego is tied for second
place in the AFC West Division
with the Kansas City Chiefs; the
Broncos lead the division with
a 3-1 record.
Back to .500 on the season,
the Chargers return home to
Qualcomm Stadium to face the
Pittsburgh Steelers on Monday
Night Football this week.
Interestingly, the Chargers
and Patriots have had a lot to
do with each other's success.
In the 2001 NFL Draft, the
Chargers traded Atlanta the first
overall pick (which was used on
Michael Vick). San Diego took
Tomlinson and used the second
round pick they acquired on
Brees.

Had the Chargers not made
the deal, the Patriots (who were
picking right behind the Bolts)
would likely have taken LT in
stead of Pro Bowl defensive end
Richard Seymour, and the two
franchises would have been put
on completely different tracks.
The Patriots also picked up
Rodney Harrison, who was a *
key component in two champi
onships, from the Chargers. And
recently the Chargers let Tim
Dwight sign with New England
to make room for their young
receivers, who made an impact
in Sunday's game.
The Patriots have had their
run resulting from those moves,
and now it might be the Char
gers' turn. Tomlinson is the
NFL's best player and Brees
is one of its top quarterbacks.
Antonio Gates is challenging
Tony Gonzalez for the title of
football's best tight end. San Di
ego fans certainly have reason to
be excited for years to come.
Let's just hope that another
Ryan Leaf doesn't come along
to smash the Chargers' bottle.
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FREE Checking, FREE Online Bill Pay,
FREE Online Banking and FREE Phone Banking
Building on more than 75 years of tradition, Mount St. Mary's
graduate programs are designed for men and women who want
to make a difference while pursuing fulfilling careers.
U.S. News and World Report ranks the Mount among the finest
universities in the West.
Doctor of Physical Therapy
M.S. Counseling Psychology

FREE access to over
400 local ATMs
• Student Visa® with
no annual fee
Low-rate Computer Loans'
• Guaranteed best rate
Auto Loans"

• Marriage and Family Therapy
• Human Services and Personnel Counseling

M.S. Education
• Single & Multiple Subject Credential
• Special Education Credential

M.A. Humanities
M.S. Nursing
M.A. Religious Studies
For more information call 213.477.2676 or visit us at
www.msmc.la.edu

CALIFORNIA
COAST CURNEIDOINT
* Loons & chock cardssubject to approval. Terms
sutdect to change. CCCU membership required
No fee to join. " Some restrictions apply.
$25 savings balance required at California Coast.
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Triathletes are among us at USD
VANESSA GUZMAN

nation, Berg said, "I like it too much. I
love getting on my bike in the morning,
riding around and just enjoying the mo
ment."
Berg is one of numerous triathletes
in this area. The ARCO Olympic Train-

ing Center in Chula Vista draws in elite
athletes from around the world, includ
ing triathletes who consider San Diego
County to be their mecca.
This is one of the reasons Howisey
(a transfer student from the University

of Washington) decided that San Diego
was the place to be. This is her first year
participating in triathlons and she has
already created some buzz. She aspires
to compete in the 2012 Olympics and
recently placed first in her division at
the Pacific Coast Triathlon in Newport
Beach.
"This was my first race here in Cali
fornia. And I'm used to lakes back in
Washington, so this was my first ocean
swim/ran on a beach...it was amazing,"
Howisey said. She described how the last
stretch of the event was a ran uphill. She
started out five minutes behind her team,
and as a result kept wearing her wetsuit
as she ran, which constricted her mobil
ity. Depite this, Howisey never gave up
and as she turned the corner of the trail
she realized she had won.
"That's the beauty with triathlons, you
always have a chance to come back,"
Howisey said.
She recollected that moment of sur
prise and achievement as she crossed
the finish line. "Now I know why I'm
here and why I train so much. To have
those moments...and that's just like with
everything in life, it's about those mo
ments," she said.
A typical week for Howisey consists
of 30 hours of exercise. Aside from in
terval training in the three main areas, she
has added weight training, yoga, Pilates
and stretching to her routine.
Triathlon is an individual-based
sport where the athlete's performance
is a direct result of his or her training.
For Howisey, this has meant countless
summers surrounded by activities such
as swimming, biking and running. Now
she acknowledges that her training is
time-consuming, but believes that she
has found her passion.
Howisey and Berg are involved
around campus as well. Howisey is on
the USD swim team, and Berg is a first
year club rugby team member and a
Resident Assistant in Maher Hall.
Their training might limit time for
other activities, but they love what they
do. Both triathletes believe success in
the sport is attainable because it is part
natural ability and part drive.
"Just like anything in life, we all have
individual passions that we strive for,"
Howisey said. "For me, it's this."

USD finished strong in the fifth game,
winning it 15-6 thanks in part to a .600
hitting percentage for the final game.
The team returns home this weekend
with an 11-2 overall record (1-1 WCC),
and a ranking of 15th in the most recent
CSTV/AVCA top-25 poll.

performance from USD. The Toreros
begin Pioneer Football League play this
week with a 4-1 record.

5-0-2 overall, 1-0 in the WCC as they
return to Torero Stadium for a pair of
matches this weekend.

Men's Soccer
Up north, no. 24 Torero men's soccer
knocked off Portland 2-1 to start WCC
play. Midfielder Ryan Guy scored the
game-winning goal 66 minutes into the
match, part of an 18-minute span that
featured all of the scoring in the match,
including a tally by Eric Pohl to break a
scoreless tie in the 47th minute. A strong
effort from the defensive unit, as well as
from goalkeeper Lance Friesz stymied
the Pilots, holding them at bay for a large
portion of the second half.
Heavy rains postponed Sunday's
match with Gonzaga, as the Bulldogs'
Martin Field was deemed unplayable.
As a result, USD remains undefeated at

Women's Soccer
The Toreros ended a two game losing
streak with a 2-2 tie at Arizona State, as
a winner could not be determined even
after two extra overtime periods. USD
erased two one-goal deficits, at both the
36th and 82nd minute-marks, with goals
from midfielder Madeline Buchanan anc
forward Amy Epsten, respectively. The
Toreros come back home this weekenc
with a 3-7-1 overall record as they begin
conference play.

ADVERTISING MANAGER

Chris Berg pushes his physical limits
everyday.
"It's sort of like a masochistic thing
because you could say I enjoy the pain.
In a way, the more pain the better," Berg
said.
Ashley Howisey also likes a chal
lenge. "No matter what, I have to stay
active. That's the type of person I am,"
Howisey said.
University of San Diego students
Berg and Howisey say that the answer to
their burning passion to stay fit, healthy
and competitive is triathlons.
Triathlons make incredible physical .
demands on athletes. These athletes
train extensively in swimming, biking
and running. Usually the process is
year-round.
"It's like putting money into a piggy
bank because the winter is where you
make your money, putting a whole lot
of money in the bank during the winter
to spend for the rest of the year," Berg
said.
Berg participated in nearly 10 triath
lons last summer alone. Recently, he was
joined by his father for the Escape from
Alcatraz Triathlon in San Francisco in
Sept. The event kicked off with a jump
off of a boat into the water.
"The part of the event that is most fa
mous, besides Alcatraz, is the 400 steps
of sand that you ran up," Berg said. "I
trained for that part at the Torero stadium
bleachers. You'd see me running up and
down and up and down."
The Torero bleachers are a small
glimpse into the extensive training Berg
goes through. A typical workout for
him consists of alternating biking for
five to 10 miles, and running for three
miles. His focus is mostly on swimming
because "swimming keeps you in good
shape," Berg said.
This type of training might seem ar
duous, but to Berg it comes naturally. At
the age of 13 he joined his father's side
at his first triathlon and finished third in
his age group. Since then, Berg has been
active in the triathlete circuit. He is cur
rently part of the Triathlon Club of San
Diego called "Switched In."
When asked what drives his determi-

Week in
Review
A quick recap of Torero action
Volleyball
Following a five-game loss at Pepperdine last Friday to open West Coast
Conference play, the Toreros defeated
Loyola Marymount Saturday night in a
match that also went five games. Outside
hitter Kristen Carlson had 35 kills in the
win, and middle hitter Christie Dawson
had a career-high 24 kills, both aided by
setter Lindsey Sherburne's 74 assists.
Libero Jackie Bemardin also turned in
a great performance with 20 digs.

COURTESY OF CHRIS BERG

Junior Chris Berg runs with the Golden Gate Bridge behind him in the Escape from
Alcatraz triathalon.

Football
USD bounced back from a close
loss at Princeton with a 56-0 win over
Menlo College at San Jose City College
Saturday afternoon. Quarterback Josh
Johnson finished 11 of 15 for 204 yards
and three touchdowns, leading a Torero
offense that amassed over 500 yards in
the contest.
On the other side of the ball, defensive
back Philip Bretsch forced a fumble and
had an interception return for a touchdown as part of a dominating defensive

